Mock Cowl Blouse - Made with Stretch Fabric.
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Don’t curve like this.
From the trial pattern
we found that curving
outwards too much,
like this, creates
an unattractive bulge
below the hips.
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Draw a further rectangle, 5 cm in width, beyond the line B.
Extend the rectangle up into the facing, above the line of B,
Lengthen the rectangle approximately 12 to 15 cm
downwards, to extend below the curve.
Curve
Fold the rectangle underneath, snip away the excess lower part,
to line with the curve, when folded.

Part 3
Line of B

A

Facing

Position the grain line
at 45 degrees to
the centre front line.

See illustrations 13 to 16 below
The piece that is folded underneath is to provide a small facing.
To assemble, tuck this piece in half, (reducing it to half size),
which will reduce the size from 5 cm to. 2.5 cm,
( 2 &half ). Secure with a few stitches.

Bias cut
Loop hooked
over a button

Attach a loop (a roulette) which will hook over
and onto a button, to hold the left and right
bodices over each other, (when crossed over.)

The cross over must cowl above the hip lines.
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Draw a rectangle 5 cm in width,
and beyond the line B.
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Extend the rectangle up into
the facing above the line of B.
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Fold the rectangle underneath.
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Snip away the lower part,
in line with the curve.

You will have two front pattern
pieces like this.
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When folded- there will be
an awkward piece here.

If you learn to make Your OWN patterns, you will be able to copy designs you see.
Just like I have done here !

www.easy-pattern-making.com
www.easypatternmaking.co.za
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